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Skatepark Expansion Project 

What We Heard Report – February 2021 

 

Project Overview 

In 2020, the Golden Skateboard Association (GSA) secured funding through the Columbia Basin Trust’s 
Community Initiatives & Affected Areas Program for the Golden Skatepark Expansion Project. These 
funds were used to complete the conceptual skatepark and landscape design phase of the project. On 
February 2, 2021 Town Council voted unanimously to provide a support resolution that approves the 
land for a skatepark expansion using future grant applications to fund park improvements. For 
background information and detailed project information, view the Briefing Note here. 

The Town of Golden assisted the GSA to conduct a public engagement survey to collect feedback on the 
skatepark expansion concept plan as well as information about the current use of the park. 

Engagement Overview 

For this project, the Town and GSA took a ‘Consult’ based approach to public engagement. The IAP2 
Public Participation Spectrum level defines ‘Consult’ level of engagement as a goal “to obtain public 
feedback on analysis, alternatives and/or decisions.” This includes a commitment to “inform, listen to 
and acknowledge concerns, aspirations, and provide feedback on how public input influenced 
decisions.” 
 
Public engagement took place from February 2 to 18, 2021 and worked to achieve the following 
objective: 

 By Feb. 18, 2021 obtain input from 500 residents and skatepark users on the conceptual 
skatepark and landscape design for future phases of the project. 

The information collected is intended to help evaluate the proposed conceptual design, understand the 

use of the current park, and to inform future grant opportunities and planning for the area. 

Engagement Activities: 

Due to COVID-19, the Town and GSA were unable to hold any in-person engagement activities. 
Feedback was collected through an online survey. A link to the survey, background information and 
visuals for the project were made available on the Town’s website at golden.ca/engagement. 

The survey received a total of 710 responses, surpassing the original goal of 500.  

Communications Overview 

The Town and GSA were both responsible for communicating with residents and skateparks users about 
the project and engagement opportunity.  

 

https://golden.civicweb.net/FileStorage/80A846EAC1244B269067499285172B13-BN%20PKG%20MRS%202021.02.02%20Golden%20Skateboard%20Associatio.pdf
https://golden.civicweb.net/FileStorage/80A846EAC1244B269067499285172B13-BN%20PKG%20MRS%202021.02.02%20Golden%20Skateboard%20Associatio.pdf
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Ongoing tactics throughout the engagement period included: 

 Including the project on the Town’s engagement specific website (golden.ca/engagement) 
to share background information about the project and a link to the online survey. This 
information is still available on the engagement page and will be updated with the What We 
Heard Report. 

 The Town and GSA did a joint interview with the Golden Star and was published in the 
February 11 newspaper. The article was also shared on the Golden Star social media 
channels. 

 Town of Golden Facebook communications campaign: two posts over the two week survey 
period, reaching an average of about six thousand people for each post. Over 2,600 people 
engaged with the post, receiving over 560 positive reactions (likes/comments/shares) and 
235 link clicks to the survey or engagement website. 

 Town of Golden Instagram communications campaign: one post and two Instagram stories. 
The Instagram post reached almost 1,200 people and engaged over 400 users 
(likes/shares/comments/saves/link clicks/follows). The two Instagram stories reached over 
460 Instagram accounts and had 22 direct actions from the story (link clicks and profile 
visits).  

 GSA, Darkside and Larch Landscape and Architecture also played major roles in sharing the 
survey on social media and helping to achieve the number of respondents to the survey. 

What We Asked 

Respondents were asked the following questions regarding the skatepark expansion project: 

1. What is your age? 
2. Where do you live? 
3. Do you support the expansion of Golden’s current skatepark?  
4. Do you participate in wheeled sports such as skateboarding, BMX riding, scooter riding, inline 

skating? 
5. [If answered yes to question 4]: How frequently do you skateboard/BMX/scooter/inline skate 

from April to October? 
6. [If answered yes to question 4]: How far would you travel to a skatepark?? 
7. In the area where the current skatepark is located, what activities do you currently enjoy doing? 

(list of activities provided) 
8. In the area where the current skatepark is located, is there anything you wish this area had? 
9. How do you typically get to the skatepark/tennis court area? 
10. After reviewing the concept (information and images provided), do you feel the proposed 

conceptual design achieves the following: 
a. Incorporates the feedback from skatepark users as described above? 
b. Incorporates a mix of features that make the skatepark attractive and desirable to all 

ability levels (beginner, intermediate, expert).      
11. What do you like most about the concept shown above? 
12. What do you not like about the concept shown above? 
13. Is there anything else you would like to add? 
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What We Heard 

There was a lot of interest and excitement about the concept and the overall project with 710 unique 
survey responses. The response was overwhelmingly positive with over 96 per cent of respondents 
supporting an expansion of Golden’s current skatepark. The reaction to the conceptual images also saw 
the majority of participants responding positively, even when asked what respondent’s don’t like about 
the new concept, over half of those that answered the question didn’t have anything negative to add. 
The following themes emerged from the survey’s verbatim comments: 

 Approachable: respondents agreed that the new skatepark concept would appeal to users of all 
ages and abilities from beginner to advanced, with a good flow and layout. Comments 
described the concept as having a more welcoming feel and being more approachable for 
beginners, while also offering new and more challenging features for the more experienced 
user, and having a good variety catering to a number of different styles of skateboarding. 

 Something for everyone: participants agreed that the design maximizes the use of the entire 
space and that the overall design is aesthetically pleasing. Participants were happy to see that 
the different activities available in the area were included in the design with proposed 
enhancements to the pickle ball/tennis courts, the basketball courts and the outdoor rink as 
well as greenspace and seating.  

 The bowl… and other features: the incorporation of a bowl was the top mentioned feature that 
respondents liked, with over 120 mentions. Other top features mentioned are the street 
section and the overall layout with features spread out in a way that creates a good flow and 
spaces users out to avoid congestion. 

 Additional facility improvements: beyond the skatepark itself, respondents mentioned that 
they would like to see better access to washrooms and water filling stations, more waste and 
recycling receptacles, lighting to be able to use the park after dark, and even more seating.   

See attached engagement results and verbatim comments for all survey responses.  

Survey Highlights: 

 The top three age categories of respondents: 25-34 years (37%), 35-44 years (28%) and 18-24 
years (15%). 

 More than half of respondents reside in Golden (66%). 

 Almost all respondents (96%) support the expansion of Golden’s current skatepark. 

 68% of respondents participate in some sort of wheeled sport, with another 10% answering that 
they currently don’t but are interested in trying a wheeled sport in the future. 

 For those that do participate in wheeled sports, the majority of them participate in the sport at 
least once a week (43%) or every day (29%) between April and October.  

 The top three activities that respondents said they enjoy doing in this area include 
skateboarding (58%), mountain biking (38%) and passive activities such as sitting or relaxing 
(29%). 

 Respondents appear to use a mix of transportation methods to get to the area, with many 
selecting multiple answers to the question. The split was somewhat even between driving (51%), 
biking (44%) and walking (43%). 
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 The majority of respondents (92%) agreed that the concept incorporates the feedback collected 
from skatepark users in past public engagement opportunities. 

 The majority of respondents (93%) agreed that the new concept incorporates a mix of features 
that make the skatepark attractive and desirable to all ability levels. 
 

Next Steps 

The Golden Skateboard Association is currently exploring grant opportunities to fund the detailed design 
and construction of the Golden skatepark expansion plan.  
 
On February 2, 2021, Town Council provided a support resolution for the Rotary Skills Program that 
approves the land for an outdoor arena/basketball court using future grant applications to fund park 
improvements. The Rotary Skills Program has applied for funding through the Columbia Basin Trust 
Community Initiatives and Affected Areas Program to help fund the improvement/reconstruction of the 
outdoor arena and basketball courts as designed in the Golden Freeride – Skate Park Expansion 
conceptual plan. 
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Engagement Results and Verbatim Comments 

Question 1: What is your age 
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Question 2: Where do you live? 

 

Other location responses in alphabetical order: 
o Alberta – 2 
o Australia – 4 
o Banff – 16 
o BC – 1 
o Belgium – 1  
o Boulder, CO – 1 
o Bow Valley – 1 
o Calgary – 15 
o Canmore – 3 
o Columbia Valley – 1  
o Coquitlam – 1 
o Donald (CSRD) – 3 
o Edmonton – 2 
o Field (CSRD) – 2 
o Fernie – 4   
o Hinton – 1 
o Invermere – 4  
o Ireland – 3  
o Jasper – 1 
o Kamloops – 1  
o Kelowna – 7  

 
o Kimberly – 2 
o Kootenays – 1  
o Lake Country – 1 
o Lake Louise – 1 
o Maple Ridge – 1  
o Nelson – 2  
o Nevada City, CA – 1 
o New Brunswick – 1 
o Newfoundland – 1  
o North Vancouver – 1  
o Okotoks – 1  
o P.E.I. – 1  
o Revelstoke - 13 
o Saskatchewan – 2  
o Silverton – 1  
o Smithers – 1  
o Sun Peaks – 1  
o Vancouver – 8 
o Vernon – 1  
o Victoria – 3  
o Whistler – 1  
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Question 3: Do you support the expansion of Golden’s current 
skatepark? 

 

 
 

Question 4: Do you participate in wheeled sports such as 
skateboarding, BMX riding, scooter riding, inline skating? 
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Question 5: How frequently do you skateboard/BMX/scooter/inline 
skating from April to October? 

 

 

Question 6: How far are you willing to travel to a skatepark? 
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Question 7: In the area where the current skatepark is located, what 
activities do you currently enjoy doing? 

 

Other (please specify) (74): 

 Teaching my 3 year old daughter to bike and 
skateboard on the pump track 

 Painting 

 Roller skating  

 For my brother he skateboards 

 rollerskating  

 Volleyball 

 Hockey 

 I don’t use this area 

 Pump track with kids  

 Photography  

 Bringing my son to bike/skateboard 

 Watching grandkids using it  

 Pump track 

 Watching all the young kids rip around 

 Pump track 

 My kids skate there.  
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 Watching the kids play 

 I use the ice rink in the winter 

 None 

 Roller skating  

 I dont really use it currently 

 Dog walks 

 With the right amenities it has the potential to 
be a great lunch spot. Please make sure there 
are more than enough garbage & recycling 
receptacles. 

 Pump Track 

 None 

 I do not use the facility.  

 Driving by and passing judgement :) 

 I current skatepark not worth travelling to 

 I long board so only us tge park when it is 
available 

 Rc cars 

 Watching family skateboard,  bike, etc. 

 Watching young people practice and enjoy 
skateboarding. 

 None 

 Watching the people doing the wheeled 
activities 

 Watching my kids play. 

 Basically watch the kids  

 I like the idea of having a safe place for kids to 
enjoy an outdoor activity  

 Hockey when there was a rink there  

 Snowboarding and sledding  

 Watching/supervising my children biking in the 
skate park and pump track 

 Just bought a skateboard to use at the pump 
track. 

 Pumptrack 

 Watching my niece and nephews play  

 my daughter rides the skate park and pump 
rack.....I watch 

 None 

 Pump track 

 Bring my kids to the skateboard park and 
watch them ride. 

 Barbecues  

 Just use it as a shortcut over to the dyke 
when out walking 

 Eating/spending money in the community 

 I enjoy watching my kids skateboard and 
scooter !!! They love it  

 None 

 Watching people use the park - children and 
grandchildren and their friends 

 Roller skating  

 Ice skating on the basketball courts. 

 Watching my kids excel at outdoor sports 

 Skating in the winter when the rink doesn’t 
suck really badly  

 Roller Skating 

 Taking the kids to play at the skate park  

 Socialising with young and old as we 
participate in our exercise/sporting activities 

 Using the tennis practice board 

 Skating in winter 

 I don't use this area. 

 Pumptrack 

 Recreation with kids 

 watching the people skateboarding and bmx 
biking 

 Take my kids there to skateboard and scooter 

 watching skateboarders 

 Watching my kid do those activities  

 Roller skating, watching my kid and his 
friends skateboard. Attending stomp down .  

 Pump track!! 

 Parking in the parking area that’s no longer 
going to be there if the skate park is 
extended that far out 

 Using the tennis backboard.  

 Skating in winter 
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Question 8: In the area where the current skatepark is located, is there 
anything you wish this area had? 

 

Lights  

A new skatepark, Please! Start completely over and remove the old park. It has no flow and can't be 
utilized by the majority of users 

A better rail 

More skatepark! 

A better skate park  

Rubbish bins 

"Small Covered section for less then preferred weather conditions so everyone can continue to enjoy the 
space and get exercise no matter the weather.  

More accessible gender neutral washrooms.  

Lastly more well displayed, brightly painted and user friendly garage and recycling bins to encourage 
keeping the area clean 

A bowl at the skateboard park. 8-10ft bowl with pool-coping 

Another Skatepark. Only one park in a big area. 

Off leash dog area 

Bowl 

Undercover sections and lights 

Outdoor hockey rink in the winter, a better skateboard park for skateboarding more than biking 

Juts an expansion to the park. It is small and gets busy. This makes it tricky to ride without interference 
with others.  

More difficulty so I can learn and improve  

More skatepark 
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Dog park 

Hand rail 

A newer skatepark 

A bowl with pool block! 

Water fountains 

Bigger skatepark 

Shade and Water Tap 

Skatepark 

A bowl 

Very Ramp 

Drinking fountains, and lights to be able to use to ride at night  

Water fountain 

More skatepark 

More Golden 

More skatepark  

A better skate park 

A skatepark expansion  

A bigger skate park  

More features 

More seating to watch my children  

A bowl 

"Skate pool 

More transition skating, Bowls especially  

More covered areas to sit 

Skating rink in the winter that isn’t so horrible  

nope 

More skate space  

USB phone charger, vending machine  

Mini ramp 

A better skatepark!  

A better skatepark 

More skateboard park features 

Bigger park 

Greenery 

More sets and manny pads 

More variety in the terrain of the skatepark. More size and a different design so that more people could 
safely skate the park at the same time.  

A bigger skate park 

More flat ground features 

A fountain 

More area for my kids to play  

A bigger better skatepark  

Water fountain, lights, 9-12foot bowl 

Basketball court 

Would be nice if there was an outdoor water station to fill bottles. Also an roofed area where people can 
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sit or stand under. A roofed area could provide relief from the rain, sun and other weather. 

A larger skatepark area. Bit more of a plaza style. 

Washrooms 

More skatepark  

More beginner skate park features. The current skate park is scary!  

More skatepark  

The expansion on the skatepark looks awesome! The original design intended to have more and didn't 
cater to the diversity of wheeled sports of all types and skill in its unfinished state. 

A good slappy curb 

No? Lots of other options available around Golden area  

More street 

I think more of the terrain thats there now as anytime i go by the skatepark and bike park are really busy 
and its so good to see so many people having fun in the skate park area 

Sheltered bench 

Bowl 

More space for beginners  

A bigger skatepark  

Foodtruck 

Dog park  

Tables, water fountain  

"Restrooms. 

Water fountain. 

A covered area. 

A bigger skate park. Lol. Washroom/ water fountain facilities  

More features - but significantly smaller. There needs to be a much larger area to learn fundamentals. 
And/Or another freshly paved street would be fantastic! 

Better access to public washrooms  

Water fountain / bathroom that isn’t locked 24/7 

No, but maybe a Girls/Ladies session, an introduction into skateboarding or bmx would be fun!  

washroom facilities, benches 

picnic tables 

a more accessible stake park so kids can learn how to skateboard!  

Evening Lights 

More features,  a newer set up with easier approaches, fresh concrete, bigger area, more rails, mini pipe 

Bigger skatepark 

More kid friendly  

Better beginner options for skateboarding  

A roof over part of the skate park so people, most importantly kids, could use it during inclement 
weather. With no snow on this section of park the roof would also extend the total possible days of use.  

indoor pool but covid would’ve messed that up anyways  

Larger skate park and more washrooms  

Better skateboarding  

More benches  

Mountain bike training area 

BBQs 
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water fountain, bathrooms 

bowl 

A bigger skatepark 

More skate park 

Empty space 

Better drinking water access 

Better street skating at the park. Big bowls and very skating is dead as dead. Kids don’t ride bowls 
anymore, it’s too dangerous and kids these days are weak and don’t like getting hurt. Street skating is 
much more attainable and learned with less severe injuries  

More skatepark  

A skatepark  

Washrooms 

More skate room 

a halfpipe or bowl 

River wave feature 

A bigger more useable skate park 

a mellow 5 set with handrail  

more skatepark please ! 

Bike jumps 

A smaller street section that is mostly flat.. for learning and beginners.. also a nice bowl to skate 

Include some evergreens in the greenery. 

More skatepark  

Big bowl 

picnic tables 

A better skate park 

More skatepark 

A bigger skatepark 

An in door pool 

A bowl!!  

Better drinking fountain  

More facilities! Be it skatepark, mtb dirt jumps, any other public sports & rec facilities, they’re all great 

skate bowl with snake line 

A bowl  

More skatepark, a bowl 

More beginner/progressive friendly skate featurea 

More shade, water fountains, expanded area for beginners 

Public washrooms, more benches 

More benches, water fountain 

A better skatepark 

Not off the top of my head 

Complete design for the area .. better utilization  

Big bowl 

A bigger sjate park 

More trees 

A rad skate park 
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More space for more people to enjoy!  

BOWL  

Better park 

An outdoor hockey rink for the winter months 

More beginner stuff 

"Public water fountain 

More seating/picnic table" 

Please make the basketball court a full court end to end, regulation size, there’s slot of basketball players 
in golden 

Bmx race track  

More beginner features  

Washrooms 

"-Smaller features for kids. 

-more seating " 

Bathroom! A small pumptrack for the youngest kids 

A dirt jump park like ferni has next to their skate park.  

A bowl. 

Skate bowl  

Better/more washroom facilities 

Something more friendly for little kids.   My youngest loved the old pump track vut the new one is too 
big of a step up for her. 

Better lighting 

A better Skatepark 

More room for kids to play  

dirt jumps  

More garbages?  

More trees! 

A better quality basketball court would be nice 

A well maintained outdoor ice rink  

Fountain, out house 

An actual washroom open year round 

Flatter concrete on the basketball court 

A food truck area, Picnic tables. Drinking water.  

More mellow areas, smaller quarter pipes, A frame jump/ledge, smaller stair sets with lower ledges and 
rails. A bowl would be nice but not necessary  

I’m just happy to see how much that area has developed in the last few years. We didn’t really have a 
skatepark when I was going up. Even more space to foster these activities is a great idea! 

More benches tables 

"More features 

Entry level rails jumps for younger kids (3-6) 

Seating for parents " 

Picnic tables  

An expanded skatepark  

Picnic table for people to relax and not listen to the foul language and pot smell at the current skate park  

Outdoor washroom stall  
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A bigget skatepark 

More skatepark! More paved pump track. More, street style features: curbs rails, boxes... 

More space to spread out 

A bowl to skate for my daughter and I 

A small canteen to purchase drinks and snacks  

A larger skatepark 

Bathroom  

Dirt jumps 

A casual place to bike and skateboard 

More skate park 

Skateboard pool 

The skatepark expansion!! 

Outdoor ping pong  

Zip line 

More proggression, for new and intermediate riding.   

Ramps  

A bigger skatepark  

"Better washroom facilities  

A place you could fill up water bottles.  

Tables with small grills in then would be awesome" 

Not really  

New updated water fountain, more garbage cans and flood lights.  

Water fountain 

A larger park with a large bowl feature 

Manual pad 

Dog park 

Skateboard park  

Washroom 

Conssesion  

Been wishing for a better park for 10 years now 

A bowl and just more fun stuff  

Leisure center  

Pump track 

a large skateboard bowl 

A bigger skatepark! 

More greenery 

Bmx/mtb Dirt jumps & expanded skatepark 

More beginner skate friendly features such as rails and a smaller bowl.  

A better skatepark  

More skateboard features, a sweet snake pump line. and a great common shaded area.  

Playground  

No this expansion is all it needs! 

Water fountain 

It’s good 

Lights for untill 11pm for spring and falltime useage 
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Expansion to the current skate park would be so nice  

More landscaping/garden, more seating areas/community spaces 

Washroom  

A new skatepark 

Fountain. Bathroom 

Expansion  

More skatepark  

The proposed expansion covers everything I would like to see in the current park 

A bigger skatepark  

Skatepark 

A better, safer well designed skate park 

A flat section with smaller transitions so kids and beginners can learn.  

Would be awesome to have an expanded skate park for the community 

Bathroom facilities in case rec plex is closed. 

More skatepark 

A bowl 

A larger skate park 

Better basket ball court, cleaner bathrooms 

Bathroom  

a bar 

Covered gathering space; washrooms that can be used in all seasons  

Bowl 

A bowl! 

More stuff to skate 

a nice flowy bowl! 

Skatepark expansion  

More seating 

Larger skate park for kids 

More table and benches 

Nothing specific  

Space to accommodate different abilities of skate park users. It is terrible having small kids learning 
when more advanced users are present because space is so tight! 

Few more benches to sit at while the kids skate. 

Water fountain 

Shade tents 

Nicer Bathrooms and a water fountain 

water fountain, better bathrooms, more stuff to skate 

"A few different size bowls . Some easy transitions etc . Im getting old falling hurts. 

Water fountains  

More banks to flow over and smaller 3 foot quarters, a bowl, flat ledges, flat areas for progression 

"Bowls, ditches 

Less street style skateboard park 

More bowls and ditches like Selynn (North Vancouver) 

White Rock bowls " 

Move  those exercise  machines? To a different location as more people would use them if they were not  
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in full  view of passing traffic. 

A bowl to skate  

More pickleball courts, a water fountain, public restrooms 

Refillable water bottle station.  Dog poo bags. 

Bowls.  Creative  

A second pump track. The new track is packed every day with bikes, scooters, and skateboards. 

Lights and picnic tables and benches.    

Lights and giant climbing park for kids 

better lighting!!! gazebo to sit and hangout 

"Better seating / viewing / relaxing. 

Drinking fountain or water bottle fill station." 

Water fountain/bathrooms 

A bowl for skating !! 

Skate park expansion so beginner/intermediate can have an opportunity to progress in the sport. Sitting 
areas so people can spend the day at the skate park if wanted.  

Better skate park  

Smaller obstacles, more ledges and maybe a bowl. 

Smaller obstacles for kids to learn on 

More skatepark area  

"Bigger pump track 

Progressive mountain bike skills parks for adults 

Ice rink " 

More skatepark  

A large expansion with a bowl/tranny section. 

Boxes and rails on flat ground. Manni pads . Skateboard obstacles to progress on.  

Public bathroom, better tennis court, better skatepark 

Better bathrooms, more picnic tables and seating, more flat skate areas for kids to learn, water fountain, 
skate bowl, dirt jumps, skatepark to flow into pump track 

a 7-11 

More skatepark bowls 

A bowl  

More versatile features, like a clover bowl 

A well rounded expansion  

Barbecues, a fire pit, and a dog town pool. Kidney. With a wedding cake in shallow end and a light in the 
deep end. Deathbox optional � 

More intermediate features  

A skatepark that can ficilitate more people  

The expansion would look good 

More skatepark 

A shelter ie.  gazebo  ,fountain on all year.  

Water fountain 

I wish it had a bowl section. And possibly snake run 

More skate park that flows with the Existent park 🙌🏼🙌🏼 

A bowl  

Aquatic centre  
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A skateboard bowl 

Mini ramp! 

A 3/4 pipe 

An actual mini half pipe, super mellow though. And some rounded curbs. 

Dirt jumps/jump box  

Flat bar  

A good bowl 

More skatepark  

I wish the school was further away because little kids litter everywhere :( DISRESPECT! 

A skatepark expansion 

Skateable pool 

A place where children can drop off their scooters to be disposed of ! 

A bar  

More 

More skatepark 

Better skatepark some pools 

Benches with shade 

More skatepark.  Grass, shade, lighting for night time skatepark activities 

Mellow transitions for all users . More pumptack and mellow bowls that you can travel from one to a 
another  

Benches  

A bowl to skateboard  

Bowl 

It looks like in the plan the revamping of the basketball court. Is there any way to make it a multi sport 
court to give it as much flexibility as possible. 

Build a bowl with pool coping, as well as a flow bowl or snake run 

A bigger skatepark  

More concrete  

More skatepark.  

More space !! More area to skate and scooter  

a bowl 

"Fenced area for basketball so the ball doesn’t go on the road. Safety concern. 

More garbage and sitting options for families. 

More options for younger children. 

Spread out skateboard park so the kids can enjoyed together without running  into each other." 

Dairy queen  

Upgraded skateboard park. Also proper out door hockey rink  

Boards for the rink in winter? Maybe 

A better skatepark  

Water fountain 

Bigger skate park 

Water fountain 

A section for children who are learning  

Lights 

Manny pad, flat to down rail, flat bar rail, ledges, mini quarter, pole jam!  
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Taco truck/coffee truck 

More mellow skatepark features  

A better/more friendly skatepark for beginners and all levels of skaters. 

Picnic area 

Punic tables. I love the idea of making the whole area a park. I have a young son and I know I’m bound to 
spend lots of time there over the next few years. A small fenced areas for dogs would be really helpful 
too! 

More benches for parents to sit and watch in the shade  

Water fountain  

Better drinking water facilities that don’t make you feel sick after drinking it 

More skatepark 

Long and high jumps 

"Expanded skate park like a bowl. 

Proper basketball court. 

Boards for a hockey rink" 

A bigger skate park and some dirt jump (bmx/dirt jumper)  

More use of the space to recreate and teach my kids to ride and grow  

skatepark expansion 

Garbage cans and seating, lots 

More skateboarding area!!! Bigger skatepark!! A space more welcoming and available to beginners! 

More benches / sitting areas for spectators. Less trash on the ground. 

Bowl section. 

Just an enjoyable place for all 

"More smaller boxes, rails, and stair gaps. 

I would greatly appreciate a bowl of sorts. 

Bigger gaps  

(to unlock cool kid mode there must be a fat gap over grass or rocks)" 

A better skatepark  

A pyramid box, a bowl 

Dirt jumps !  

Intermediate bmx terrain 

Rope/ obstacles course 

Water fountain washrooms 

More skatepark  

Drinking water fountain, outdoor bathroom like at the clown park, dog poop bag station  

Bigger and better skate park where the kids can enjoy there hobby  

"Skateable pool with pool block  

Smaller transition for kids to learn " 

A dirt jump course would be great if there was enough space.  

Skatepark expansion  

A really big bowl, flow 

Just for the park to be expanded  

Bring back tether ball  

Bowls, nicer transitions and ledges.  

A bowl.  
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More room/ things to ride 

More garden space for sitting and enjoying  

More riding space 

Picnic tables 

Spine 

Smaller, less intimidating skatepark features!! More room to skateboard!!  

Bigger skatepark 

Good  

Changing rooms and washrooms 

Dirt jumps 

"Water fountain 

Appropriate shade and additional bathroom access. 

More pickleball-specific courts 

Bowl 

ACTIVE water fountain for people and pets.  

A bowl to skateboard in! 

Nicer walking route/trail through the area 

Entry level features  

This green area between the current skatepark and tennis courts provides this neighborhood with a 
small natural buffer to the intense summer activities. Cumulatively, the tennis courts, skatepark and 
pump track are very busy and noisy most summer afternoons. 

Signs to promote sportsmanship, no-smoking and clean environment. More trash cans. Bike racks. 

In the concept drawing I looks like the bowl is completely separate from the rest. I would like to see 
more flow integrating all features of the park together. Especially the bowl. Like maybe have a spine 
feature off a portion of the existing deck that's there.  

Water fountain 

Fountains and public bathrooms, the Rec Plex outdoor bathroom is never open  

picnic area for families going with kids 

A larger skatepark 

Bathroom facilities, more sitting/picnic areas, mountain-bike skill area 

Water filling and public washrooms 

"Wheelchair access to the top of the ramp. Right now you have to walk up stairs or get the momentum 
to get up the actual lip to get to the top. 

One of our local wheelchair athletes doesn't use the skate park for this very reason. " 

Kids play area, swings and slide etc. Picnic tables grass plants.... 

a bowl for skateboarding 

Bathrooms  

I love the big trees that live there already. It would be amazing to keep some of those big giants 

A way to separate experienced users and small kids/beginners so it’s less intimidating to try it without 
fear of being run over by bigger/faster people  

Better/more bowls for skating 

A water fountain  

"I wish it was bigger for the kids. They have loved the new pump track and it's so lovely to see people of 
all ages using these facilities and welcoming one another 

Ice cream truck 
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More benches and seating to watch my kids 

Half pipe 

A bigger better skate park !! It’s been a long time coming and I think it will be great for our lovely little 
town. 

small playground for very young kids 

More deciduous trees.  

lights for night or late evening use. 

"Water fountain 

Lights for evening riding 

More picnic tables and benches  

A larger area that is user friendly to kids learning to skate.  

More skatepark  

Besides the expansion...available washrooms, art area, message board, recycling bin.  

Public washrooms 

Outside water fountain/water bottle filler 

An updated basketball court! 

A concrete skatepark  

Better rink for hockey in the winter 

Benches 

I would like power to the tennis courts so we can use a ball machine. The concept takes into 
consideration all present user groups so I support the initiative. 

more benches to sit and watch people enjoying the facility. 

The basketball court design is a joke. It needs to be full court. Look to creston BCs court for design 
concepts please. That is a waste of money to put it like that.  

More seating  

Bathroom facilities 

The larger skatepark would be a great addition.  

Bigger skatepark 

Please Keep the parking lot area On the corner of 13th ave and 9th st.  

washrooms 

Complete landscaping with some nice designs  

More benches for families to sit while kids are using the area 

Bowl, even a small tub style bowl. 

Somewhere to fill up a water bottle. Better bathrooms.  

Beautification to be less of a concrete jungle  

more jumps 
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Question 9: How do you typically get to the skatepark/tennis court 
area? 

 

Other (please specify): 

 Scooter 

 depends on the season 

 Do not go 

 I take my photovoltaic wind surfer 

 Longboard 

 Run 

 

 Don’t use 

 or scooter  

 Dont use 

 Fly/Float 

 scooter 

 I don't 
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Question 10: After reviewing the concept images, do you feel the 
proposed conceptual design achieves the following: 

 

 

Question 11: What do you like most about the concept shown above? 

 

The pool feature 
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Literally, all of it! 

More room and a better progression for new skaters  

It shows a range of dynamic features for all levels of wheel sports certain to encourage a beginner to 
start. Intermediates to progress and experienced riders to have fun work on routines and teach the 
younger generation or someone just learning how and where to start without the intimidation factor  

The Californian bowl 

We need a bowl that is 8-10ft deep with vert & pool-coping 

Lots of different stuff to ride. Accommodates all abilities of riders.  

Flow 

Flowy  

Big and small bowls. Lots of room so skaters don’t run into each other and a variety of park.  

Pool is f**kin sick 

Green space available  

It looks fun to skateboard on 

Bowl 

Fun obstacles 

I really like the maximized use of space and different features for all skill levels.   

I like the diversity of features and room to mix up lines. It looks more spacious for multiple riders.  

The variety of features in the skatepark 

The bowl, hard to find a good bowl in Canada. Most skateparks here are built for beginners so it is really 
hard for an advanced skater to develop their skills without leaving the country. 

All of it  

Bowl and beginner features 

Flow of the park  

Pool/bowl 

The amount of objects there that can support all levels of skateboarding whether it’s beginner or expert  

that it encorporates elements for all ability levels and gives space for more people to skate at once 
which is way more welcoming than the current skatepark 

Love the street obstacles, bowl looks fun, tombstones are added fun for the quarters.  

It's a skatepark 

The bowl 

Its variety of features 

Probably The street section 

Bowls 

It’s use of the space 

"Offers a a whole bunch of new things to skate for the locals who’ve been skating that park for years, 
also seems approachable for beginners!  

From the design plans it is also going to give that area of town a facelift 😎" 

It has more of a welcoming feel. This will be great of all ages. Right now with the size of the park it can 
be intimidating for younger or new people to want to go. With this expansion I think it will really open 
up the usage for a variety of more people from different skill levels to different ages.  

Fun and flowy 

I love that so many activities are available in a small area 

Lots of mellow features to learn on  

Attractive use of space. 
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Modern flowy features with a good balance between beginner and advanced  

The variety of features  

The added street section and bowl  

There’s something for every level of skateboarding  

Bowl 

All the different features and lots of choices for different skill level  

Transition to street ratio 

The bowl, and small manny pad plaza area with the concave dish. The path crossing over is a great 
addition, dividing the park into smaller parts works amazingly.  

"Pool 

Variety 

It has something for every style of skateboarding which will attract a wider crowd. 

The whole skate park is filled with different features, gives the riders space to spread out  

New basketball courts, pickle ball, hockey rink.  

A solid variety of features that cater to all levels of a rider.  

more to skate  

How big the park is and the landscaping  

The mix of transition and street features 

The bowl 

The bowl, all the hips and flowing transition 

The bowl 

It looks really pretty and professional so even adults like myself who don’t skateboard can appreciate 
the beauty of it. 

lots of different options for different abilities and comfort levels 

Different activities incorporated into one area. Skatepark flow and progression seems quiet good. 

The easier places for beginners to skate 

The bowl 

The bowl 

the different features and the difficulty of each of them 

Looks sweet 

The bowl 

Trees  

Seems like it will improve the flow of the current space 

Ambleside quarterpipe and extension zone, the dish will be really fun, anything you can pump for speed.  

I like the bowl 

Bowls 

It's cool 

Everything plz build 

More space more flow 

The bowl 

how fun they look 

It looks friendly and like it’s an actual park  

Variety.   And a lot more room.  On the current skatepark it is a hazard if you get 4+ skaters on it 

The plaza style area and the bowl 

It’s bigger with smaller features and more spacious to allow for less congestion in areas. 
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The diversity and open concept. 

"The variety of features which compliments are aspects of skating.  

 

Flow is the most important part of a skatepark. So everyone can shred & not run into each other " 

Bowl! 

Lots of options! 

Lots of room for beginners to progress 

Good variety of features  

Transition and layout  

How hard everybody worked and continues to work around providing the next generation with an 
awesome place to ride. 

Large  expansion lots of room to flow around without having to stop 

The bowl 

More accessible for beginner skaters 

The whole zone is very pleasing to the eye. Very nice park feel 

Flow, stairs and rails, mellow ledges, a-frame complex 

Street selection 

Good use of space in the areas around the current skatepark layout 

The pool 

Bowl 

Having more options and variety to practice my tricks 

Variety of features 

More variety in features  

The radness 

The bowls and levels of concrete 

The open park with various feathers and the bowl 

The dish and more beginner ramps 

The increased size and variety. 

Mini bowl and small manual pads for practicing combination tricks. The trannies look neat too 

The bowl! And the overall square footage. It looks like it has good flow. 

Very well laid out and good for all skill levels  

I just think it will be brilliant to expand the park and bring options to the people of golden!  

The features  

The bowls and beginner features! As well it looks quite flowy 

good to provide activities for young people to enjoy FOR FREE 

bowls 

a good range of features that all levels can skate. 

It is great to see beginners will be able to stake, and places to park bikes  

A greater amount of space so when there are 30 kids on scooters there will still be something to ride  

Flow, beautiful set up, variety or difficulty, approachable to all activities  

Bigger skatepark  

Lots of space! So when you’re learning, you can do your own thing without being in the way of others.  

The new bowl looks great.  

Flat stuff, bowl 

. 
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The bowl like to skate transition  

beginner features 

Added features to allow more use for greater number of people 

Versatile for all ages  

It’s beautiful  

A nice refresh of what we already have and I like that it will be built in phases 

size 

The integration of nature 

Features are spread out over the area so I could learn without feeling like I'm in the way of more 
advanced skateboarders  

Intermediate rider features 

The bowl section and transition features 

Everything  

Every thing  

The opportunity for a nice flowy line through the whole thing. The different sized features. 

Looks awesome ! 

The street features. Ledges, stairs, rails, hips and banks. That is what skaters after 1994 are looking for. 
Big transition, half pipes, vertwalls, and bowls almost never get utilized at skateparks. Ive been skating 
for 20 years and I’ve watched parks get built all over the place and the story is always the same. 
Transition and vert terrain gets built everywhere, eats up the majority of the budget and never gets 
used. This isn’t California, it is EXTREMELY rare to see any skater use the transition features of a 
skatepark the way they were designed. It never happens because the risk is too high and very skating 
has been dead for over 20 years. Street skating has taken over and is here to stay. By comparison, the 
kids on the ski hills are generally not doing freestyle (traditional sense, with the moguals and two jumps) 
but rather opt for rails and tabletop/hip jumps. Municipalities need to get with the times and realize 
that building transition at skateparks is a huge waste of money and space and can never be reversed. It 
would be a total shame to invest hundred of thousands of dollars building a park that sucks. I love seen 
it a bunch of times before and it’s a bummer because it cost the exact same amount of money to build a 
good park. Please, please, please don’t let locals design the park or get the city involved. Towns typically 
only ever get one chance to build a skatepark Golden doesn’t want to add their name to the list of town 
that blew their chance. Lots of new parks in the Kootenays and some of them a complete disaster. 
Rossland skatepark is something you would have see built in 1995 and would fall under the category as a 
complete and total failure of a design and construction. They tried to save money by appointing the city 
to build it and they’re left with a quarter million dollar hunk of shit that’s a complete embarrassment. 
Do your research, talk with skaters about what features they want to see and for the love of god STAY 
AWAY FROM THE BIG TRANSITION !!!    

Variousfeatures, more space, 

Works with the available space, has beginner features. Compliments the Rex plex other amenities 

Bowls 

Over doubled in size  

It looks really flowy and fun  

It’s nice 

Looks like it fits tge area and will expand the experience  

Skatepark 

The variety of stuff to do 

kidney bowl 
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Open. Room for more people. Kids feel less pressured when they have space. The skate park now is 
kinda useless 

the flow 

the pool!! 

Features of the skatepark (pool feature)  

The layout. It flows really well, looks inviting. 

Pool 

I like the looks of the skatepark lots of fun looking features for all skill levels  

More features... At this point anything new looks desirable 

Lots of variety  

Great variety of features; landscaping. 

Flat bar looks buttery  

Kidney bean bowl! 

The bowl 

more space for more people 

The bowl 

The variety of features for all levels of rider 

Variety of terrain for all abilities 

The use of the whole area  

Variety of features 

I think we have to remember the little people and the current set up is kind of dangerous for a little kids 

The bowl!! Also the diversity of features that caters to all ability levels. Having space for all levels to 
learn and expand their talents is vital. Very nice!  

The variety  

Seems to be progressive, lots of areas with some separation 

lots of new features including bowl 

The bowl  

Mono pour kidney pool  

The bowl 

Variety of features, progression, seems good for all abilities 

How it’s all connected and one uniform park.  

Something new and not as hardcore.  

Pool 

Howls and beginner quarter pipes 

Mix of features for different levels of skill.  

It looks like something that our local youths can all participate and practice their skills with the 
opportunity for advancement  

Trees 

The utilization of the space, and well designed features  

Bowl and lots of features!  

Small features for beginners  

The bowl 

I like everything except the size of the bowl 

Uses all the space. Welcomes all abilities 

That there is more space 
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BOWL 

As someone who snowboards 24-7 in the winter months, this would be an awesome place for me to 
learn and maintain my riding skills with the smaller features and would allow me to progress to bigger, 
more complex features as i progress. 

Pool feature/zone looks really fun 

Kidney bowl 

More accessible for all skill levels 

"Beginners features 

Bowl" 

Bowl 

How open and inviting it looks 

Bigger and better  

"-Range of features for age range and ability 

 

-modern concept  

" 

it attracts all levels and users 

Good use of space, open to multiple skill levels 

Looks great!  Fun and flowy  

The use of space.  

The bowl. 

Maintaining green space and optimizing current location 

Variety of features  

The variety of difficulty levels 

The small bowl 

Larger footprint 

the Bowl 

It utilizes space well! Lots of different skate options,all ability levels have space to use and learn  

n 

Smaller features to encourage progression, old skatepark has little of that. 

More inclusive. Better flow.  

Nice flow.... 

Variety of offerings to the community  

The variety 

It's a well rounded park that look great for many different ability levels 

Features better suited for a variety of different level riders. More flowy set up 

Progression  

With the newly revamped pump track that area is gonna be very nice to hand out and bring the kids! 
Better activities for all ages and skill levels 

Efficient use of space 

moderate features 

The kidney bowl  

Everything, has something for everyone from beginners to experts, something for every style of riding 

Looks good 

It really ties the area together, it looks beautiful and add more features for all levels!  
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Amount of space allowing folks to feel like they have the room to experiment especially beginners 

Vegetation/ natural surroundings 

Maximize use of space 

It adds more outdoor activity space for kids and makes the skate park larger so more people can use it at 
once. Great idea for local youth 

It shows an inclusion of more area which will allow more people to utilize it and give them a wholesome 
sport. 

Not much is it inclusive. Can a person in a wheelchair access it. I can’t tell 

Size and more features 

More spread out to accommodate all users. More little kid friendly.  

The smaller features and the bowl!  

The shade and revamped basketball court and the footprint and connectivity towards the pump track. 

It gives space for all levels of experience and the bowl looks great 

Variety of features and enough space for groups of people 

The layout 

It’s bigger and well payed out 

The bowl 

It look like anyone with any skill level could have fun there 

The bowl 

For everybody, improvement 

The use of space and variety of features  

Skate pool 

The vast variety of features to ride  

The variety of obstacles :)  

Landscaping, inclusivity  

Bowl and beginner area 

Accessibility  

The bowl  

The new basketball court 

All of it 

Use of the space 

"Larger bowl feature with a deep end aiming to be around 9-10 feet. 

The shallow end should be steep similar to the bowl/pool feature in Revelstoke. 

 

Johnson Bentley park in West Kelowna has one of the best bowl/pool features in Western Canada. 
People travel from all over to skate it and it has created a thriving community around it. 

It is a three tier clover bowl that was built by New lines. 

People love it. 

 

This is what myself as a 20year skateboarder and many others are attracted to in parks. 

Great to have beginner and intermediate features but a bowl/pool should  be at an expert level and 
allow for progression. 

 

Also parks with flow are really important " 

Skate 
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Bowl 

Incorporates all ability levels  

It is what every town needs  

The space 

Mixed level features 

The down size of the 9 stair  

Long term and minimal maintenance  

The bowl and the new little drops 

Good mix of street and transition features  

A variety of features and styles 

The size, more room for beginners to learn and the advanced users to hone their skills 

The trees 

More space, Features for all abilities  

I love that there is more opportunity for flow and transition skating as well as providing newer 
skateboarders with smaller features to learn on.  

All the different levels of platforms and where it’s situated to the old one. 

Please remove the outdoor gym 

I love the mellow obstacles and how spaced out the whole park is! 

Bit of everything 

All of it  

Everything 

The extra space for more riders and better use of all the space  

Efficient use of space 

I love the ability levels available & I love the effort to landscape. PLEASE make this not only a fun space, 
but a beautiful space the community is proud of.  

Pool 

It looks fun for all abilities  

The new park and more for skaters 

Rails and plaza section  

Approachability, Aesthetic Pleasing, Compliments the neighbourhood 

The fact that it’s large enough to have multiple groups of different riding levels all riding in different 
areas at the same time 

It has lots of options for beginners to pros! Having a bigger skatepark reduces collisions between riders 
because you have more space to go. Having a bigger skatepark really opens up the sport and tricks you 
can do there, who knows, you could have the next Olympic gold medal skater that is from Golden. But 
you need the materials for it and a decently sized park. We got a big mountain so why not a decent sized 
skatepark? LETS DO IT 

"Flows features, and bowl.  

Would be good to see a mini ramp to " 

The flat section for sure, small boxes, flat bars, manny pad. This is a low risk low impact area people can 
enjoy every day and never get bored.  

It looks like it incorporates green space/blends into the park like setting. 

Good use of space while making the park good for all people  

Love the landscaping  

Assortment of activities. Also the amount of features for all skill levels in the skate park 
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I like the bowl and having a bigger space. 

Bowl feature 

The pool and the fact that the parking lot is gone and replace with a bit of a walk path and trees lots of 
trees 

The bowl :) 

Looks natural and fits the space nicely  

That the whole area around the skatepark gets landscaping. Clean lines and incorporates existing 
features into the design. 

The bowl 

Bowl 

Everythibg 

Pool and the easier obstacles  

Use of space 

The features  

bowl 

New bowl fun street section  

Aesthetically pleasing  

Lots of space for many abilities and age ranges 

Nice mixed of features  

Looks like good lines through the park and a good mix of features 

Many different features, more space  

All skill levels will be able to enjoy the park. 

The way it utilizes the entire space available to maximum potential.  How the tennis courts and 
basketball courts were also considered. With a re vamp the whole area may be used by more people 

It expands the area without the need of sacrificing a certain amenity. It looks great and fits well with 
golden as an active town in general!  

The new bowl with pool coping  

the size and features 

There is a space thats more for beginners and separate for the more advanced riders allowing more 
progression 

Kidney pool 

Pool 

Everything looks fun and easy and a place where everyone can learn and enjoy! 

Good mix of sizes of features  

All the lovely foliage 9 trees etc) 

Dedicated pickleball courts 

Lots of transition and the bowl is separate from the park. The bowl should always be separated from the 
street section to avoid board flying in while someone is using it.  

The pickleball courts 

All 

The variety 

Beautifies the area. Spreads people out in what can be a very busy, intimidating space for kids.  

Big and cool.   Can't compete with Whistler with small and boring.  

Great work. Looks awesome  

space for all skill levels 
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Large trees 

Smaller features for me. But bigger for everyone 

The kidney bowl and mellow features for ample opportunity for beginners to learn how to skateboard.  

Variety of features, ability for different activities to enjoy the skate park  

How open it is. The smaller obstacles making more possibilities come alive 

- 

More room for people to skate. Good variety of features 

Hard to say before riding on it 

Dish and bowl features  

Curbs and pole jam 

Lots of new features 

The tiny people  

Modern, unified, accessible for all, well designed  

Big time expansion, double the terrain and park, wider spaces with easier areas for kids to learn 

Bank to curb looks sick 

how big it is  

The bowl 

The bowl 

Very well spaced out and a little something for everyone at any level 

Bowl 

Bowls 

It’s a better skatepark than what we have now, get rid of the green space, as much skatepark as possible  

The bowl 

The bowl looks great And the park seems to flow naturally from the older section to the new very 
impressed with these designs 

The bowl  

The bowl 

All of it 

Good amount of flow and slappy curb 

The Bowl 

"The bowl! 

" 

I has nice flow, better transitions, more progressive features and a bowl 

The bowl 

The curb, ledge, mini, could use a bit more flow?  

The pool 

Bowl  

Everything looks great except for the pocket on one end of the flat bar, just make it flat on both sides!  

Looks flowy and fun, good mix of features  

Smaller drop ins 

Is good 

concrete 

Manual pad and low ledge  

Large open layout. Transition features on the edges.  

Flat ledges and rails 
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Monopour Kidney bowl,  but it needs at least 8ft of flat around the top. 

Flow looks good, pool looks fun 

The mellow transitions and bowls . Not the steep non user friendly drop ins as current  

The pool bowl. And more beginner features 

Variety 

I like it all and think the time has come to modernize this area and it would be greatly appreciated and 
used by residents and visitors. 

The pool style bowl with pool coping, make the deep 10' and shallow 6 

The street plaza 

That there will be beginner features for more people to start learning 

The pool 

More skatepark. I think it looks great, good use of space, decent flow, wide range of “user-ability” 

More concrete  

More options for all ages  

the bowl 

The area getting a face lift and greater use of area.  

Nice mellow quater pipes for all ages to learn and progress on  

Pool/bowl area  

Layout 

It's different level ability's  

The bowl 

Is perdy 

Beginner features 

Bowl 

Making good use of the area 

The bowl 

I like how theirs an actual entry way, and the pool bowl   

Bowl 

More space for every level of rider 

Use of space is good  

I like the street section the most in the concept  

Layout, improved access for both those who participate and those who watch 

Mellow terrain features for all skill levels.  

The flow track 

The layout looks aesthetically pleasing while still being functional. Overall it looks fun and incorporates 
the other features in the area. 

I like that it’s much larger with lots more options so both young and seasoned skaters can enjoy it 
without it becoming dangerous. 

All existing structures are connected. Good flow  

Flatland rails and boxes 

The new addition!!!! 

The ability for younger newer skateboarders and bikers to be able to learn on smaller features than the 
current skatepark 

Expanded skate park and basketball court 

Lots of space and variety 
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The bowl and how many choices there are in the area!   

I like the variety in the features and levels of rider ability  

Very well use of space  

that it includes every typ of obsticle 

Variety of features which all skill levels can access 

Beautifies the area, good use of space, excellent outdoor activities! 

Bowl!  

Pools and bowls 

The bowl, the smaller pump features, the smaller beginner terrain, 

Flow 

Lots of variety 

A bowl! Looks really flowy  

Looks awesome.  Too bad it’s taken this long to do it!   Lots of people will enjoy the space.  I’ve always 
enjoyed just spectating.  Love seeing all the kids have fun.   

Bowl feature, lots of different featuree 

More options for new/inexperienced people! 

Pool feature  

Variety of features 

Variety of features  

Everything  

"Basketball turning into skating rink. Green gym 

Moved to better place" 

All inclusive 

Flow 

Multi age and experience level features. More universal  

Using the whole space more effectively.  The parking is horrible anyways so this is a much better use fo 
the space.  

Variety of features 

Pool !!! 

Beginner friendly  and larger concept. Better use of space  

The bowl! And the tombstone! 

Bowl  

Larger, more variables  

I like the bowl and the the the tombstone. 

Thumbs up 

Flow  

Very esthetically pleasing even to a non skateboarder ☺️ 

Needs more bowl 

Bowl 

Mellow a-frame  

No comment  

The pool 

A variety of features that allows all park users from beginners to advanced users to learn more  

The bowl!! And smaller transitions. 

It’s a lot bigger and cooler feutres 
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That the ugly unused parking lot is going to be a beautiful area for people to enjoy  

The pickle ball courts and the updated basketball court 

Lots of different features 

"There are a number of trees surrounding the area which makes the space feel more integrated and 
comfortable  

All the different sections look like it would be a great multi-age space for adults, kids and families!" 

Keeping all these activities within easy reach of each other/the recplex and other proposed recreational 
activities 

Everything, looks great 

N/a 

Flow and accessibility, ease of transfer to other "park" features like the pump track.  

The variety 

roadside trees 

The bowl 

cohesiveness 

Bowl feature is very cool! 

I like the bowl most for sure. But one of the main problems with out current skatepark is there's not a 
lot of flow. You can ride the one loop both ways. The problem I see with the concept is that it doesn't 
open up a whole lot of lines. Yes there's a bunch more features. But I'd like to be able to use the whole 
park in the same line I use the bowl. It's just to segmented. Jared Amy 

Mini pool  

It provides more options for users and also looks attractive. 

More flat areas for tricks and learning 

The bowl. There should be more bowls for those of us that want to cruise/pump around 

Aesthetically pleasing, incorporating trees and making our town more beautiful! Really appreciate an 
overall plan including the tennis courts/etc. MUST have the trees 

It makes use of ALL the space and is very attractive 

Retains tennis courts and provides dedicated pickleball courts. Skateboard use is a minority sport and 
other people can use this area too. 

The fact that it is happening  

The possible expansion. AWESOME. 

Personally I love the bowl for skateboarding. For others new to the sport I like how much variety there is 
for everyone from beginner to advanced skill levels. 

Variety of features for different ages and skill level 

the bowel/pool feature 

The variety! Uses the space well 

Lots of options  

There are beginner areas and enough features for all skill levels 

Keeps kids busy 

Beautiful use of town land to be enjoyed by everyone  

Excellent use of the overall spave 

The bowl feature or tub and the separate pickle ball courts 

Getting rid of the 9 stairs and putting something smaller to learn on is very exciting. Lots of flow and we 
will be able to have plenty of people enjoying the park at the same time with less chance of injury due to 
collision with other riders! 
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Features for a wide range of abilities 

nice clean design, lots of room to spread out 

Good use of space.  

The bowl and island areas  

It's awesome 

It looks user friendly to all skate abilities.  

Makes the park bigger so more then 1 person at a time can skate  

That there’s more options of places to skate.  

Maximizes use of space that right now is just empty and could be better utilized 

Lots of options to share the space! Til feel less crowded and maybe less intimidating to join in 

its nice and fills the space 

Bowl and flow lines 

It includes facilities for all present user groups. 

The large area.  

The bowl 

most features look useful and the overall concept is visually pleasing 

More space for beginners skateboarding  

Nothing 

I’m not using the skate park. I know it will be extremely well used and will be a economic driver. The 
basketball court needs to be revamped. The design is not good at all. Please make it able to play full 
court. This current design would be a huge inconvenience to basketball players and a big waste of 
money. Full court please 

Something for everyone  

It's showing support for a low barrier recreation option for people of all abilities and is creating 
additional space so more users can participate. Love it! 

The pool/bowl  

The town will hire more staff to take care of the area as a whole and it will look great  

My kids will love it as they get older and want to try other wheeled sports. More space for the high 
usage. That area is always full of kids  

The variety and size of the park 

Inclusive of so many activities not just the skate park, I love the basketball area and the revamped tennis 
area  

Bowl and beginner areas 

Everything ! It perfect  

It’s a little bit of everything for everyone  

Landscaping and features for use by users of all levels  

Looks sweet - lets build it 
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Question 12: What don’t you like about the concept shown above? 

 

The use of the old park 

Nothing 

I like it! Great use of space  

That it took this long to happen. 

Nothing 

Too many street features and pump-track like features as well 

The bowl is to shallow. The rest of the park has plenty of smaller sized quarter pipes, flow features and 
street obstacles. There is no expert features a traveling pro would utilized. make the bowl deeper 

Nothing. Everything looks sick. Live fast, Skate Mean 

Tennis courts  

Nothing  

All good 

No square rails 

Nothing  

I don’t see any issues at this time.  

Looks a little claustrophobic  

It’s 99% small features 

Nothing 

Not much  

That it’s not built already 

Nothing I think everything is very well designed  

nothing  

Would like to see more quarter to quarter hips.  

It's a picture and not the skatepark we can skate yet 

No mini ramp 

Looks perfect 

The tombstone more aesthetic then actually skated 

Rails 

Nothing 
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Nothing that came to my mind right away.  

Nothing 

I wish there something that when the trees loose there leave would draw your attention 

That dish thing in front of the flat bar. That’s a bad idea 

Nothing. Looks good to me! 

Nothing. Looks great 

Nothing  

I like it 

None 

The east side high quarter pipe needs a deck on it to allow a drop-in point for the A-frame feature.  That 
would help with flowing the park back and forth along the south end against the path. A nicer viewing 
deck / shaded, pavilion area for the pool?  

Basketball court 

Basketball court should have 2 hoops at opposite ends plus one on side 

Nothing 

That it hadn’t happened years ago  

Nothing! 

Please consider the wind direction is predominantly coming from the west. So some lines may be more 
difficult in windy conditions.  

More stuff to skate on  

Not big enough  

Nothin 

No mini ramp 

Skatepark could use more flat ground rails and ledges as opposed to so much transition features. Low 
rails, boxes and open flat ground help with progression as they are easier to skate rather then technical 
transitions.  

Too compact 

I don't think there will be enough room.   

Nothing  

i dont not like anything 

Bowl needs to be bigger 

The bowl could be bigger and feature a roll in feature for begginners 

Nothing  

Personally, I would like more of a bowl/pool. Though I like that it is somewhat separated from the rest of 
the park and therefor controlling traffic in to the bowl 

I like it all 

Nothing  

More area but unfortunately that cannot be added 

Nothing 

❤ 
No mini half pipe to learn pumping  

Location should be in a more natural setting like the fields on selkirk hill. It would make it so there could 
be lights and not disturb the local residence. Instead of adding to the old park, another park should be 
built in a quieter setting with better scenery, instead of just houses and away from traffic, I think 
skateboarders deserve that level of respect. The bowl should be at least 9 feet. 
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nothing is bad about it 

Doesn’t have a playground but I understand why 

The kids on the scooters. 

Nothing at the moment. Anything will be an improvement 

Put the money towards the skatepark not the landscaping  

No mini ramp 

Nothing all good 

How it's not built yet.  

No roll in for the pool, not everyone can drop in 

Scooter kid 

Nothing 

Nothing 

Hard to say. I could mention features that are missing that I would like, like a mellow kicker gap, but no 
one park is going to have everything 

Nothing, looks good. 

It possibly cuts into the current ice rink in basketball court area, however i feel like a skate park here is 
more important as the town dont do a good job of maintaining that ice anyway. Side note, an outdoor 
Ice rink is another project that should be tackled :) i will help! 

Nothing 

Nothing 

No lights 

I like it all  

Nothing 

Nothing  

Nil 

....nothing really. It looks creative and progressive 

Nothing  

Nothing!  

Some stuff may be too crowded, hard to tell with the design / graphic 

i love it all  

I don't understand why this activity is done without insurance.  If the swimming pool and ski areas could 
operate without the massive insurance, more people could use them 

The hardest part with the location of the skatepark is that it's right in the middle of a neighbourhood - 
therefor it could be annoying for the residence who are next to the park when people are skating at 
night. in an ideal world it would be awesome to pick up the whole park and put it somewhere in the 
forest! (Selkirk hill) 

No trash can or recycling- that is a must to encourage users to keep it clean  

Not much, looks fun  

Nothing 

Nothing 

Seems really close to the road  

Would prefer a larger bowl then the one planned. Something similar to flow and scale to the one at the 
kimberley skate park.  

Nothing really. Looks great 

Looks good  
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nothing  

Lack of on site parking 

Nothing  

Nothing  

N/a looks great 

Green space is still abundant  

nothing 

Nothing  

Nothing, looks good to me  

Could be larger  

I’m fine with the concept 

Nothing 

Nothing 

Looks great to me 

Nothing 

All the transition and bowls. Looks great on paper, rarely gets used at skateparks. Huge waste of money 
when considering the cost of forming and pouring curved concreted. Skateparks are hugely popular, the 
Kimberley skatepark is full of kids every single day of the year and I’m there all the time. You think I EVER 
see anyone skate the bowl? Nope.  

Nothing 

Not much, it’s really well done  

Nothing  

Nothing  

Nothing 

No washrooms 

Nothing 

Maybe a small fence around the skatepark so no one gets hit by run away skateboards 

no half pipe 

The room. Foliage  

no bump to bar 

absolutely nothing  

Nothing not to like 

Nothing 

Where is the beginner concept? 

None 

Nothing 

Nothing  

No lights for night time 

Nothing  

Nothing 

Nothing 

I’m not sure how many six-year-olds we asked 

I have no qualms  

The rock gardens. Pose as a hazard if someone was to overshoot their landing.  

doesn't look to have much flow to be able to flow through entire park, looks like a bunch of mini parks 
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beside each other 

Nothing it looks amazing 
Maybe add more garbage cans so that kids will use them  

How the low pad narrows the manny pad  

Nothing I think it looks great 

Nothing  

No 

Nothing 

Nothing 

That it’s not already built  

Not enough trees  

Its good as is  

Nothing.  

Nothing  

More trees 

The size of the bowl should be small to Medium. Keep it simple and fun 

That it couldn’t be bigger  

Its not currently being built 

No features are disliked  

Nothing  

Beginner area.  

Nothing  

Nothing, uses space appropriately  

Nothing 

Nothing particularly  

Nothing, it’s great. 

Nothing really 

It looks great  

The hips in the middle create a barrier to the flow for beginners.    

Where are the lights? 

Bowl could be bigger and more to it 

Not alot of isolated transition. As someone that has skateboarded all my life I enjoy street features but 
much prefer trasition ie bowl and pipe. Yes there is the kidney bowl but that can be difficult to ride for a 
beginner/intermediate. It would be much better to expand the bowl, incorporating a 2 stage half pipe. 

Concrete connector to the pump track is missing.  

looks cool to me overall. 

Nothing 

Looks good  

Nothing it great! 

I wish there were more “ride-on” rails and ledges. Ya know, for us old guys who can’t ollie so great 
anymore 

Kidney bowl is not a Clover 

Void 

Nothing 

There was nothing I could identify as not liking. 
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Maybe some shade sails over seating and high exposed areas. 

Nothing  

Nothing in particular  

Concept is nice but we don’t need it there are other priorities in this town 

nothing 

Looks great! 

It all looks rad!  

It looks awesome to me. 

It looks great i like it 

Lack of moguls  

Nothing  

Nothing really  

The pool doesn’t have any easy exits for little kids that might need help getting out of it  

Nothing  

Nothing 

Nothing  

I wish I'd be able to ride all of it. Def can't.  

Making sure there’s sufficient room to add a kids area  

Need more green space  

The round  bank with out hips  

I like it all 

Nothing  

Missing floodlights 

Variety  

Scooter 

Dish 

It’s in Canada and I’m not right now  

Good to me  

Nothing 

Not enough for just flat ground features. Like a flat bar and classic manny pad  

Nothing 

Nothing  

The bowl needs to be a bit bigger 

I dont see anything i don't like about it 

Nothing 

I like everything I saw.  

No shaded area  

Please remove the outdoor gym 

Nothing 

Nothing 

It’s good  

Maybe too many deciduous trees that may shed leaves and cause more maintenance for town. 

Nothing  

Not much 

could use more seating areas? 
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I like it all 

Nothing  

Nothing  

Nothin 

More and taller trees on south side for shade 

Nothing, that is a really well designed park and i think it should really be considered being built.  

Need a bigger bowl not in depth but in size. Much like Canmores bowl  

I like the concept 

Honestly I like everything. 

Nothkng 

Nothing 

Nothing 

Nothing 

I like it all 

Design and landscaping 

Nothing 

There is something for everyone  

I don’t see any lights in the mock ups ? Or benches ?  

No practice wall for the tennis courts 

Nothing  

Unknown 

Unsure 

Old park 

I like it 

the old park should be scrapped and make it tie in better 

Not really picky 

Nothing 

Nothing  

Nothing specific  

Notjing 

I think it should be larger with at least 1 very advanced feature. 

I like all of it  

Limited parking space 

Nothing 

nothing 

Nothing  

Not a big fan of quarter pipes. Would prefer mini ramp / half pipe 

Wish it could be bigger 

Nothinf 

Not enough bowl and ditches 
Too much street  

Lack of parking. That is a busy street and you’ve removed the corner parking 

Nothing it’s great! Thanks so much for doing this. This skatepark has always been an intimidating one for 
younger kids. It would be nice to have smaller features for the young guys to learn on. 

Needs more pickleball 
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Nothing 

Nothing  

Maybe it’s not in the drawing, but the space needs LOTS of grass and benches for seating.  

No built in pyrotechnics...  

Not enough benches to sit on 

nothing 

Bowl is too small 

Ambleside Manny pad isn’t useful 

Nothing, concept design seems very well thought out.  

It's not in construction yet 

Nothing 

no comment 

Hard to say before riding on it 

Nothing 

I didn’t see a rail where you take off from flat ground and land flat ground. Only flat rail I saw you had to 
hit out of a bowl or land into the bowl 

I don’t like that this hasn’t been built yet. 

Nothing  

Is there grass and dirt areas still through the park? I would hope the entire area would be paved and 
utilized for rolling 

Looks great 

nothing  

Nothing 

Nothing 

Nothing 

The features  

Mentioned in previous comment, get rid of green space, make everything skateable  

It’s all good 

No shelter  

Scooters 

None of it 

Love it all 

Nothing  

Nothing 

Nothing 

Would be cool to add a 3/4 ramp :)  

Too many banks in my opinion  

Looks good 

Nothing 

Pool shape and design could be different  

cantilevered transition. Would prefer earth behind all shotcrete features 

Nothing  

The kidney bowl could be improved to make it more accessible for more skill levels. Slightly larger (less 
tight) with a roll in option and/or a Twinkie(rollable) that is pumpable.  

No complaints, looks perfect  
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No comment 

Looks good 

I like it all 

Nothing  

I don't see any garbage or recycling stations. I'd really like to see LOTS of opportunities for the users to 
use garbage cans and recycling cans. Put as many as you can as this is an issue currently at the pump 
track. 

Build a smaller quarter pipe instead of a ledge next to the bowl, riders can then practise dropping in 
before advancing into the bowl, also more advanced users will do a trick out of the bowl, do a trick on 
the smaller quarter and return into the bowl in a single run. Make sure to add lighting into the budget as 
fall has short evenings and users would then be able to be out later. 

Nothing  

Nothing 

I think it looks great! 

Plant trees around the area too. But more concrete  

All good !! 

nothing 

It's great build it 

Seems bigger than the actual land available but what do I know  

Nothing 

It’s not already built 

Lack of flow between old and new maybe 

Nothing 

I wish their was more whip type bumps for bikers  

Not sure 

Looks great 

cost? 

I don’t see a pole jam aha  

nothing 

Looks fine to me. Some seating at the skatepark for parental supervision  

None 

There doesn't appear to be any seating or spaces for people to sit and watch which is something 
necessary for parents with kids who would like to use the skate park and pump track. 

Please leave 3 tennis courts  

Nothing 

Not enough bench to relax, and for my mama to come and sit to look at me doing tricks 

No indication of hockey rink boards for the winter  

Biggest thing missing from the current park (can't tell from the pictures maybe it is in the New 
expansion) is that mini-ramp (mini half pipe) that is great for learning to pump back and forth.  

An upgrade of the tennis court, and basketball court would be nice. Theyre dumpy looking And why not 
upgrade while the rest is being done!  

Nothing  

That it’s only a concept right now and not already built  

That it’s not currently real 

Stretch the bowl out and make it more flowing. 
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All looks good  

nothing, its perfect. 

Nothing 

Nothing 

Should just get rid of the old skatepark. Start fresh  

Some features are too beginner for me 

Nothing 

Dont know 

Doesn’t have a public bathroom / outdoor water fountain.  

Could be bigger  

I like it all !  

More bowl 

The bowl should be much larger, not a pool but flowy quarter pipes. Take a look a Tofinos skatepark, 
they knocked it out of the park. No pun intended.  

Would like to see more ledges along the sides 

Yay 

I like everything. Suits my style of riding.  

Small bowl 

I dont know 

No comment  

A frame features 

Nothing it looks great 

Nothing 

Nothing 

Not too much 

The area for racquet sports appears to be smaller - two tennis courts, and then the third court has been 
converted into two smaller pickleball courts which is great, but what has happened to the fourth tennis 
court? 

Nothing 

The fact the practice court for tennis looks like it will be removed 

Trees. Refuse foliage in fall can cause problems for safety if skate surface is not clean.  

Nothing  

N/a I love it 

Lost parking area & expanded hardened footprint. Lost mature trees between current skatepark and 
tennis courts.  

Could have a picnic area? 

Answered in question 11  

Nothing 

No parking 

Maybe too much focus on ledges/rails 

nothing 

The court area could be better designed. Could have 2 tennis courts end to end with 4 pickleball courts 
side by side. Pickleball is a fast growing sport and future demand for court space could be an issue. 

Nah 

I would not change anything. It looks like a perfect design! 
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Nothing  

the tombstone 

Could use more seating  

Looks good 

More seating area for parents and spectators  

Nothing 

Rec plex building still standing  

That it’s not built yet!  

Nothing 

nothing 

Needs some dirt jumps.  

It's not ready yet 

I wish the pool was a bigger feature  

Looks good so far. Too much space used on tennis courts , when they are almost never used.  

Seems expensive  

it doesnt update the basketball court 

No Parking. Golden struggles with adequate parking all over town, and this design takes away more 
parking. In winter that parking is used for the skating rink. In summer that parking is used all the time for 
markets, pump track, skate park users etc.  

I would like to have added 2 pickle ball courts to the present configuration.  Although I see the rationale 
for the basketball hoops. 

Not much  

more benches 

Nothing 

Too much cement  

Basketball court positioning is terrible.  

Nothing 

Nothing 

There’s No longer a parking lot... 

Looks good to me  

None 

Nothing! 

Something for everything  
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Question 13: Is there anything else you would like to add? 

 

We are happy to see some changes 

Thank you 
 A section of the scheme would be cool to see  

Pool coping bowl with vert! 

Build it and they will come!!!!!!  

Make the bowl appropriately sized but not insane. Not as tight and deep as Revy.  

Don’t be afraid to build something bigger and challenging otherwise you create a glass ceiling or 
progression 

Much love from ireland �� 

Fewer tennis courts. More benches  

Round flat bar 

Mini ramp, marble banks / ledges  

Please can we get this skatepark!  Would be such a beneficial use of our park space and great activities 
for the kids in our community... and big kids  

Lights 
 Lights, or covered sections to protect from snow and rain 

Stoked to see another skatepark being built in my area! The new revelstoke park has been amazing and 
has really helped grow the community! The park looks like it is going to be awesome!!! 

Hand rail 
 Pole jam 
 Not really 
 Make everything in the park skatable 

I think this park has nailed everything I’d like to see at a park. 

Looks amazing can’t wait to get out to golden again! 

I love skateboarding (and this skatepark concept for golden) 

Pool coping 

More mini ramp 

Very Ramp 
 Maybe a more mellow easy to learn on down rail  
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Some local art or local community integration would be nice  

Golden needs this !! 

Love to watch my grandkids skating and biking when visiting  

. 
 Trees ! Always more trees, trees are great.  

Love it 

 Do it!  
 It’s perfect  
 More features  

MINI RAMP 

Maybe like an area with picnic tables.  So parents with little kids who are skateboarding/scooter/bmx 
riding have a place to watch, relax, or just have lunch/snacks ready. 

Everything is pretty well thought out !  

More space and banks 

Just bigger bowl with a roll in 

Not sure if there is a plan for lighting, but that would be nice to see in the future. 
 
I would like to see a larger bowl 

Looks like it’ll be a really fun park to shred 

🙏 
 Mini half pipe 

Roof over the bowl, lights. 

No love this concept let’s keep it moving 

Not at this time 

Mini ramp 
 Great idea can't wait to see the result  

Thanks to everybody who works hard and planned this out. I think it looks awesome! 

This expansion looks amazing. I hope it comes to fruition soon! 

Kicker gap, maybe instead of a-frame complex, but no big deal 

More street 

Im stoked this community is proactive and supports these kinds of projects that really add to positive 
mental and physical health. Nice work all!!! 

More rails 
 Dog park 
 Restrooms and refreshment area/water fountain. 

Several different angles of flat banks. From super small up to medium because I think there are good 
steep ones now. ...I may have missed these while looking.  

Garbage & recycling receptacles at every entrance!! 

Nope! Stoked to see the expansion!  

picnic tables 

stoked for the expansion ! 

Possibly expand the bowl into a 3 part "clover" bowl  
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Mini pipe 
 Put a roof on a part of it!!!  

I play a lot of tennis and I notice one court is removed... this concerns me a little because sometimes 
there are pickle ballers using all three courts and we aren’t able to play tennis at times.  

Looks great. Hope it gets approved 

Maybe a 4 stair 

Ladies 
 Feel free to contact me for any additional info. It may seem like I’m against transition skating, I’m not. 

It’s just times have changed since tony hawk did the 900 and kids today don’t very skate period. Keep 
that in mind 

Yes tge area needs washrooms, tired of watching both sexes having to find a private space to go to the 
washrooms.  

That fence 
 Lighting 
 no build the expansion plsss 

Please expand the park. Kids and young adults in our community really need and deserve this. 

Barrier feature to the skatepark  

None.. would just make bigger.. but use of space seems good 

Seems like the space is being adequately used 

We need more buttery jibs 

A pool. 
 It’s a really good things for people to do during the summer months  

Be sure that there is enough time or time certified so that little children can play and enjoy 

Garbage cans and water drinking fountain  

Love that this park is expanding! Great job there on phase one!  

Great job, can’t wait to learn how to skateboard in this new park! 

Looks amazing! 

Good luck 
 Make the bowl deeper 

Thanks to the people moving this forward, Golden needs upgraded infrastructure 

I hope you choose kids activity over adult leisure. They are the future and we need to support that  

Bigger features. We already have a beginner area  

Nope... build it 

looks great 
 Milkshake machines 

Dirt jumps with an airbag.... but you know we can dream 

A second bathroom? 

Partnership agreement with college for parking??... 

bigger bowl or multple bowls 

Would like considerations of how a portable air bag could be placed.  

Great to see community adding things like this as we grow  

More small quarter pipes and transitions 
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I couldn’t see if there was much seating for parents and mentors to observe from? 

An indoor pool 

Nope. Whatever lands will be sick!  
 
 
 
Thanks for the efforts so far!  

Moguls  
 Lighting  
 Thank you for that project! 

Keep up the good work.  And thanks for taking your time to read feed back!  

More benches 

Put vert in the bowl!!!!!  

Lights 
 Larger 3 tier bowl.  

 
And a flowy transition section for Bmx scooters and skateboards 

A nice step up would be good.  Seems to be lots of room on the large east bank 

I love golden and everybody there 

Shade  
 Nope it looks great 

4 foot mini ramp 

stamped brick mellowish hip 

Nope, looks good! 

A dirt jump/slope style park in the future  

This would be perfect for Golden’s skateboard community.  

Add a shaded area. GO GOLDEN GO!!!  

Please remove the outdoor gym and build a playground  

Please make the staircase toand from park skatable too 

Didn’t notice a water fountain is that a possibility  

nope! Great job all :)  

These outdoor outlets are very important for communities.  The kids need a place to get together, feel 
like they belong to something special.  If you build this the future will be bright!  

Another bowl 

Very excited about this for our community  

I personally think sports such as skating or biking get looked over by the community’s i live in, I’ve lived 
in a couple provinces and they really lack good skateparks, with this expansion golden has the 
opportunity to have all adventure and action sports in one area, it would really boost the skate scene in 
the community and would be awesome for everyone involved, even a good spot to bring the kids to 
watch or ride! 

Nothing I’d like to add to the design, just like to say thank you. If this goes through I feel it would be an 
amazing addition to Golden.  

Mope 
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Looks great!! Hope we can make it happen! 

What are the maintenance costs associated with this design, are the bathrooms going to be looked after 
better?  

Bathrooms 
 Bathrooms 
 Deeper section of bowl 

More features  

you guys are doing great work! 

Add table and bench spaces  

Active children are happy positive children. 

Vending machines  

Water fountain, bathrooms 

More pool block 

Another bowl connected to the bowl with a ditch 

I applaud the town efforts to. Creat something with youth in mind who need that outlet t learn new 
skills, interact responsibly with youth of varying ages...expect those 30 somethings? Seriously? Stop 
hanging around there. 

Wheel chair access 

Thanks for all your hard work!  

Pickleball 
 Add refillable water bottle station and dog waste composter 

Bathrooms! Gender neutral  

Any feedback aside, I support anything that gives youth a healthy, safe outlet. Stoked to see this 
initiative and funding.  

Foam pit 
 We need a bigger and better skate park in Golden!  

Looks good to me, maybe a bit of a box jump would be cool. 

Beginner area 

Maybe a drinking water fountain and regular bathroom access 247 

Round rails 

Round flat ground rail 

I’m very happy for you Golden! 

Snake run, incorporating the skatepark expansion into the pump track so you can roll from 1 straight into 
the other, bike dirt jumps, expansion on the pump track to make it longer. 

More flow features 

More flow  
 More bowls! 

Make the skate park  

Cant wait to skate it! 

Fun weird little stuff to skate and be a freak on  

Lights  
 More flow and aspects to bowl design  

The new pumptrack is awesome!! 
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Good to go, get it going 

Another quarter pipe at the southwest corner near the basketball court 

Looks good 

Have an ongoing maintenance crew of adults/youth users who keep the park Clean and safe for all users. 

Lights 
 Mini ramp feature  

Can’t wait to skate it:) 

a smaller rail 

Thank you for considering these ideas. The action sports community allows kids an outlet for creativity, 
exercise, and socializing in a positive environment.  

Get it built the current skateboard park is not design for different level of entry's  

Good luck frenz 

Food truck 
 This is awesome!! 

Hard to tell, would like it not to be go from oneside to the other but flow around different features 

nigh lights on timers 

Rolling hills  

Lights 
 More washrooms 

A flat to down rail or down flat down rail, any size although smaller could appeal to more people.  

I really hope this goes through. The families who use this park deserve an upgraded park 

When does construction start?!?!  

More deck behind the phase 1 quarter pipe. 

A water tab distributor, when you skate you get thirst. Oh and nice toilets, open all year!!!!! 

Hockey rink boards for the winter 

Just the mini half pipe if it's not already there somewhere 

Looks amazing  

Something different and out of this world 

Thank you! For considering this and bringing skateboarding to the next level in Golden.  

No it’s good  

an obvious place where little kids can stop without being in the way of other riders such as a small bay. 

A couple benches under some trees.   

Hip 
 Dirt jumps  
 Make sure there are difficult features so people have big goals to achieve. And a wave pool. 

:) 
 Dirt jumps? 
 Bowl  
 Happy this is happening  

Just a couple more ledges  

Make it good  

Full time Columbia river catering 😂 
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More bowl 
 Looks awesome 

Jersey barriers and tight transition features 

Clover leaf bowl!! 

Nope it looks great  

Benches by the skating /basketball to put court shoes and skates on 

Thank you for your work and dream-weaving - may this beautiful design come to life here in golden! :) 

Make sure you keep consulting with a wide range of ages, special sessions for those under the age of 
12/teens/20 to 30 year olds. Special consideration for consultation with females of all ages. 

Pavilion or staging area for annual skate competition use 

By concreting this green space the town will lose water infiltration and may see increased overland 
flooding in this neighborhood. This development will increase area noise and usage pressure that 
adjacent homeowners will have to absorb, especially with the loss of the parking area. Will there be 
additional lights, adding to the local disturbance in the evening? The pump track upgrade brought in lots 
of people, dogs and garbage into this neighborhood in summer 2020 - disappointed that any opportunity 
for quiet enjoyment will be eliminated in favor of more concrete.  

Missing the backboard for tennis 

Flow. Love all the new features. I just want to be able to link multiple features together. Be able to ride it 
multiple different ways. I'd like to see a spine from the existing quarters into the new bowl. Flow flow 
flow 

Waterfountain/station  

When my boys were teens they were active skateboarders.  If only Golden has this park then!  This will 
provide a much needed and expanded activity area for youth and older skateboarders in Golden.  Well 
done. 

Maybe paint the park concrete something bright and interesting, people will definitely graffiti that much 
clean concrete 

More bowls 

More sitting/picnic areas. 

Overall any investment in this area would be welcome. 

Wheelchair accessibility  

No it looks like a great design that will be welcomed with open arms in the community. 

Picnic benches would be a nice addition  

Indoor athletics training  

Lots of benches and seating areas for family’s and picnic area for families 

Let’s do this !! 

small tots playground/activity area 

Yes, add some dirt jumps.  

Dirt jump park for Bmx/mtb.  Discgolf basket in every park in town.  River surf zone by pedestrian bridge.  

Great 
 Don’t spend more money on landscaping then actually building the park  

Thanks for expanding! It’s been a long time coming.  

Outdoor water fountain, so folks at the skate and bike parks can drink/fill water bottles even when 
someone is using the bathroom 
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Please seek guidance on the basketball court. Look to Creston BC Rex centre’s new court. It’s amazing.  

This is a really great initiative and I support it 110% 

4feet Mini ramp will be amazing!!! 

A parking lot!  

washroom 
 More benches and garbage cans that the kids won’t use  anyway.  

My kids use the current park and pump track and there’s no doubt this would be full of people everyday 
in the summer. It’s a wonderful plan! 

make it happen 

 


